
For more information or to purchase clean and For more information or to purchase clean and 

renewable energy please contact the company.renewable energy please contact the company.  

Call Toll Free: (866) SKYCall Toll Free: (866) SKY--ENERGY ENERGY   

[866[866--759759--3637]3637]  

Click: www.skyClick: www.sky--energy.comenergy.com  

Email: info@skyEmail: info@sky--energy.comenergy.com 

COMMERCIAL COMMERCIAL   

WIND ENERGYWIND ENERGY  

is a clean energy company founded by is a clean energy company founded by 

Brian Weninger and incorporated in Brian Weninger and incorporated in 

2002. The company markets and sells 2002. The company markets and sells 

wind energy to businesses & residential wind energy to businesses & residential 

customers. The company also sells solar customers. The company also sells solar 

photovoltaic systems and does research photovoltaic systems and does research 

to offer clean fuels such as hydrogen in to offer clean fuels such as hydrogen in 

the future.the future. 

The company’s mission is to provide The company’s mission is to provide 

clean & renewable energy in the new clean & renewable energy in the new 

millenniummillennium  

©2015 SKY ENERGY, INC. SKY ENERGY NAME & LOGO, 

ENERGY FROM ABOVE, FIGHTING POLLUTION ONE REVO-

LUTION AT A TIME, AND WIND-E ARE REGISTERED 

TRADEMARKS OF SKY ENERGY, INC. WITH THE U.S. PAT-

ENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 



>Renewable energy is currently only 7% of >Renewable energy is currently only 7% of 

the US energy production and less than 19% the US energy production and less than 19% 

worldwide!worldwide! 

WHY BUY SKY?                                       WHY BUY SKY?                                        

   SKY ENERGY’S WIND-E® Energy is   

   100% Clean  

   100%  Renewable 

SKY Energy® offers the following for Commercial customers:SKY Energy® offers the following for Commercial customers:  

Flexible & customizable purchasing terms including length or Flexible & customizable purchasing terms including length or 

duration, preduration, pre--purchasing prepurchasing pre--determined quantities & multidetermined quantities & multi--

locationlocation  

Credits are metered & registered and include information Credits are metered & registered and include information 

about the amount of air pollution reduced about the amount of air pollution reduced   

Variable pricing and lower prices/MWh for larger quantities Variable pricing and lower prices/MWh for larger quantities   

>Air pollution from power generation & auto->Air pollution from power generation & auto-

mobiles causes haze, which significantly re-mobiles causes haze, which significantly re-

duces visibility according to the EPA!duces visibility according to the EPA!  

>Air pollution can also cause climate change, >Air pollution can also cause climate change, 

acid rain, ozone damage, and affect water acid rain, ozone damage, and affect water 

qualityquality  

>Air pollution can also cause adverse health >Air pollution can also cause adverse health 

effects including asthma and emphysemaeffects including asthma and emphysema 

>Combustible engines found in automobiles >Combustible engines found in automobiles 

and aircraft require oxygen and lots of it to and aircraft require oxygen and lots of it to 

run effectively along with fuel.run effectively along with fuel. 

… is the energy generated by large modern wind turbines when the wind blows across the sky and … is the energy generated by large modern wind turbines when the wind blows across the sky and 

spins the blades of the turbines that in turn generate electricity without air pollution that can be spins the blades of the turbines that in turn generate electricity without air pollution that can be 

used to power buildings, electronic devices, and electric vehicles. The electricity is measured and used to power buildings, electronic devices, and electric vehicles. The electricity is measured and 

sold in kilowattsold in kilowatt--hours (kWh) or megawatthours (kWh) or megawatt--hours (MWh).  hours (MWh).  Each kilowattEach kilowatt--hour of wind energy off-hour of wind energy off-

sets or reduces over 1.37 lbs of  air pollution emitted into the atmosphere based on the current na-sets or reduces over 1.37 lbs of  air pollution emitted into the atmosphere based on the current na-

tional average for power generation from fossil fuels and nuclear energy! tional average for power generation from fossil fuels and nuclear energy! And wind energy doesn’t And wind energy doesn’t 

burn oxygen, which is essential for life and engines! burn oxygen, which is essential for life and engines!   

Wind turbines connected to utility transmission lines transfer the electricity to customers in their Wind turbines connected to utility transmission lines transfer the electricity to customers in their 

regions. SKY Energy® offers a credit & certificate based system for customers that don’t have them regions. SKY Energy® offers a credit & certificate based system for customers that don’t have them 

in their area, but would like to purchase the global benefits of wind en-in their area, but would like to purchase the global benefits of wind en-

ergy for their business or organization and support the development ergy for their business or organization and support the development 

of renewable energy that reduces the use of and need for depleting of renewable energy that reduces the use of and need for depleting 

and polluting sources of energy. and polluting sources of energy.   

Additional reasons to Additional reasons to 

buy include:buy include:  

Membership to the Membership to the 

EPA Green Power EPA Green Power 

PartnershipPartnership  

Energy & Atmos-Energy & Atmos-

pheric Credits for the pheric Credits for the 

US Green Building  US Green Building  

Council CertificationCouncil Certification 
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